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The multiparticle approach to the scattering of charged particles is extended to bremsstrahlung and pair 
production. The probabilities of all three electromagnetic processes can be expressed in terms of the 
same electromagnetic form factor of the medium, and it is this fact which underlies the parallelism of 
the three processes. The properties of the form factor of the medium are considered and the relation of 
the factor to the dielectric constant of the substance is elucidated. It is noted that there can exist brems
strahlung and pair production processes in which the excess energy and momentum are transferred to 
various collective excitations to the medium; the usual case, when the excess energy and momentum are 
transferred to separate atoms of the medium or to the lattice as a whole, is one of the possibilities. 
Corrections to the bremsstrahlung and positron spectra, which take into account multiparticle effects, 
are obtained; the magnitude of the corrections may reach 10% for small Z. Multiparticle effects may be 
very pronounced if the region of small values of transferred momenta, which is important for them, is 
separated out by a coincidence technique. It is pointed out that bremsstrahlung and pair production may 
exist in a narrow channel in matter, in which the usual transfer mechanism is not operative. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

WE shall consider three processes whose realization 
requires the transfer of energy w and momentum q 
from charge particles to the medium: scattering, 
bremsstrahlung, and pair production (ti = c = 1). Since 
the interaction H' of charged particles with a substance 
is electromagnetic in all three processes, and the en
ergy and momentum receive the same excitations of the 
medium, the probabilities of these processes are ex
pressed in the lowest Born approximation in H' (Sec. 2) 
in terms of the same electromagnetic form factor of 
the medium Tpy (q, w), defined by formula (7) and rep
resenting a generalization of the dynamic form factor 
introduced in ll, 21 (see also l31 ). The symmetry proper
ties of T J.lll (q, w) and its connection with the retarded 
Green's function of the long-wave field in the medium 
and with the dielectric constant of the medium (formula 
(18)) are considered in the limiting case of small q in 
Sec. 3. This limiting expression in terms of the dielec·
tric constant was obtained earlier in l41 (for brems
strahlung). 

It must be emphasized that any excitation that re
ceives energy w and momentum q as a result of scat
tering of charged particles (the term "scattering" is 
understood here in the broad sense, and includes, for 
example, the transfer of energy and momentum from 
the passing particle to the plasmons or soft transverse 
photons in Cerenkov radiation), takes part in the brems
strahlung or pair-production processes, if these values 
of w and q are kinematically admissible (see Sec. 4). 
Besides the classical well known Bethe-Heitler brems-· 
strahlung and pair production in nuclei and atomsl5, 61 

and bremsstrahlung and pair production in crystalsl7 , B:J 

there arises an ·entire group of multiparticle variants 
of these processes, in which the energy and momentum 
are received by different excitations of the medium 
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(this was apparently first noted by Ryazanovl91 ). We 
note, in particular, recently investigated theoretical 
processes of the bremsstrahlung type, namely hard 
Cerenkov radiationl10• 41 (transfer of energy and mo
mentum upon radiation of a hard photon to a soft quan
tum, whose refractive index is larger than unity) and 
an analogous process in which a plasmon takes 
part. [9, llJ 

A complete theoretical analysis of the probabilities 
of the three processes in the presence of a medium en
tails considerable difficulties (of the same character as 
the difficulties arising near the theoretical calculation 
of the dielectric constant). Therefore great importance 
is attached to the possibility of comparing the probabil
ities of the process when the form factor T J.lll(q, w) is 
not known theoretically. If, for example, the transfer 
proceeds primarily via a longitudinal field, so that only 
the component T 44 = Tz(q, w) of the form factor is sig
nificant, then the probability of the processes of scat
tering, bremsstrahlung, and pair production with the 
same transfer of q and w will be proportional to each 
other, and the coefficients of proportionality will not 
depend on the concrete properties of the medium (for
mula (24) and Sec. 5). It is also clear from the forego
ing that the analysis of screening in bremsstrahlung and 
pair-production processes in condensed media at small 
momentum transverse q <~t = 1/a0 = me 2 (m-electron 
mass) should be multiparticle, and not monotonic, as in 
a gas -that is, it is necessary to take into account the 
spatial distribution and the dynamics of the entire ag
gregate of charges of the medium (see Sec. 5). 

The difference between the distribution of the charge 
of collectivized valence electrons in a solid and their 
distribution in isolated atoms can apparently result in 
a correction to the soft part of the bremsstrahlung 
spectrum and the positron spectrum, reaching 10% in 
substances with small Z. A correction of the same or-
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der can result from the influence of the polarization of 
the medium on the electromagnetic transfer, which 
hitherto has been taken into account only in the scatter
ing phenomenon, where it leads to an appreciable 
change in the ionization losses at high energies. l12 - 14J 

The corrections under consideration can be approxi
mately larger by one order of magnitude than the vac
uum radiative corrections, and they must be taken into 
account in the bremsstrahlung and pair production 
processes in substances with small Z. 

Multiparticle effects appear more pronouncedly in 
bremsstrahlung and pair production if one observes 
only transfers with small q. This can be attained either 
by choosing the angles and energies for both particles, 
in the final state, such that the momentum transfer is 
sufficiently small, or else by passing the charged par
ticles through a narrow channel of diameter D in the 
medium (in which case only transfers with q ~ D-1 will 
take part). In both cases, multiparticle effects in the 
transfer come to the forefront (see Sec. 5). 

The polarization of the medium exerts a strong influ
ence also on the bremsstrahlung quantum itself. The 
classical theory, which takes this influence into account, 
was presented by Ter Mikaelyan, l 15J while the quantum 
theory can be obtained by direct generalization of for
mula (9) of this paper. 

2, EXPRESSIONS FOR THE PROBABILITIES OF 
SCATTERING, BREMSSTRAHLUNG, AND PAIR 
PRODUCTION IN TERMS OF THE ELECTROMAG
NETIC FORM FACTOR OF THE MEDIUM 

The system under consideration consists of the nu
clei and electrons of the substance, which are coupled 
by Coulomb forces (Hamiltonian Hs), the transverse 
electromagnetic field, and fast charged particles which 
we shall assume to be relativistic and to have a spin 
%. The field operators satisfy the vacuum Maxwell's 
equations. We shall use a Coulomb gauge, whereby the 
most important-longitudinal-field is described by a 
potential 

(1) 

which is determined by the instantaneous disposition of 
the charges of the medium and is not an independent 
dynamic system. The part Am(x) of the transverse 
field with lkl < k0 ~ 106 cm-1 and with Hamiltonian Hmv 
(ko -upper limit of the ultraviolet region) strongly in
teracts with the substance (Hamiltonian Hsv). This is 
manifest in the fact that the transverse dielectric con
stant £t(k, w) differs from unity. On the other hand, for 
arbitrary k > ko, that is, starting with the x-ray region, 
we have £t(k, w) ~ 1, and for simplicity we shall dis
regard in the lowest order of perturbation theory the 
interaction of such hard photons with the medium, neg
lecting their difference from the vacuum photons. 1 > 

Let us unify for simplicity in writing down the for
mulas the transverse field (£t * 1), which is strongly 
coupled with the substance, and the scalar potential (1), 

!)In the ultrarelativistic region, allowance for the difference be
tween the dielectric constant Lt(k, wk) = I - w~ fw{; (wP = ( 47Tne2 /m)w 
plasma frequency) of these quanta from unity leads to an appreciable 
change in the soft part of the bremsstrahlung spectrum [ 1 5 ] • 

into a 4-potential of a field ArrJ = (Am, icp) which is 
coupled with the substance. We shall define the "me
dium" as a system made up of the substance and of the 
transverse field which is strongly coupled to it (Hamil
tonian Hmed = Hs + Hmv + Hsv with eigenvalues Ei). 
A fast particle experiences electromagnetic interac
tion with the substance and with the transverse field 

H' =- S A~m(x)j~(x)dx- ~ A~h!(x)j~(x)d:x:, (2) 

where the current jll= ieN(/Pyllzp), and 1/J is the Dirac 
operator. The unperturbed system consists of the me
dium, the fast particle, and the hard part A~ of the 
electromagnetic field; this part does not interact with 
the substance. 

The probabilities of our three electromagnetic proc
esses will be considered in the lowest approximation of 
perturbation theory in the interaction (2). We consider 
scattering first. The matrix element of the S matrix, 
corresponding to the transition of the medium from the 
state i into the state f with energies Ei and Ef and 
with momenta Pi and Pf, and to the scattering of the 
incoming particle from the state p0 , r 0 , E0 , into the 
state p, r, E is equal to 

S/~r, iPoro =- 2:rce(U:pr, W• Up 0ro) (A~M(- q) )til\ (Ei + ffi- Et), (3) 

where q = p0 - p and w = E 0 - E are the momentum 
and the energy given up by the incoming particle to the 
medium, and 

(A~m(-q))ti = ~ S dxeiqx(A~m(x))ti· (4) 

The matrix element (Afr(q)) cannot be written out in the 
general case in explicit form. 

The scattering probability dwq of a test particle per 
unit path, with transfer of a momentum q and energy w 
to the medium, summed over the final states f of the 
medium and the polarization states r and averaged 
over r 0 and the initial states i of a medium with den
sity matrix Pi= exp [(F- Ei)/T] (T-temperature) is 

sc 2 Nro+ 1 sc . ) Q(dq) 
dwq = e -v-

0
-S"' (po,q,w)T"v(q,ro (2:rc)', (5) 

where TIll! (q, w) is the electromagnetic form factor 
of the medium, v0 the initial velocity of the incoming 
particle, N w = (e wIT - 1) - 1 in the case of an equilib
rium medium, 2> and the spin sum is 

s:~ '= g.,[v.,vov + uo.,vv + (1- VoV- m2/EoE)I\~v), (6) 

where gil= + 1 when ll = 1, 2, 3 and gil= -1 when 

ll = 4, vll= (v, i), and v = p/E. This system depends 
exclusively on the quantities that pertain to the test 
particle, and is symmetrical with respect to ll and v. 
All the necessary information concerning the medium 
is contained in the electromagnetic form factor 

T"v(q,w) = -~ ~p,(A~m(-q) )ti (A,m(-q) )t,b(E, + ro- Et)· 
N.,+i,.t (7) 

2 >rn the case of a nonequilibrium medium made up of a substance 
pierced by a flux of photons offrequency,wl(say from a laser), formu
las (5), (8), and (II) retain their form, but; Na in them will be the num
ber of quanta per quantum state, which is specified and is independent 
ofT, and formulas (8) and (II) will give in this case the probabilities of 
not only the spontaneous but also the stimulated bremsstrahlung-quan
tum emission and pair-production processes. 
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We shall see later that the structure of the probabil
ities of the bremsstrahlung and of pair production is 
the same as in the case of scattering, with the same 
form factor (7), and only the form of the spin sum 
changes. We call attention also to the fact that formula 
(5) includes as particular cases the probabilities of the 
different processes (see Sec. 4), such as elastic and in
elastic scattering by gas atoms, diffraction scattering 
in a crystal, ionization and polarization losses, and 
Cerenkov radiation. 

We now calculate the probability dwkq of the brems
strahlung of a hard quantum with energy k > ko, mo
mentum k, and arbitrary polarization. The incident 
particle in this case changes momentum from Po to p 
(we sum over the spin states), the medium goes over 
from state i to state f, acquiring an energy w = E0 - E 
- k and a momentum q =Po-p- k. The matrix ele
ment of the S-matrix will now be 

sf:,~. ip,r,o = Y2nQjk 2ne•l(upr eAS"(po- q)r ... up,rJ 
+ (upr y ... s•(p0 -k) eAup,,.)l (A:(-q))t;II(E; +w-Et), 

where sc(p) = -(i/O(ip + m))- 1. Acting further in analo
gy to the scattering case, we obtain 

br N., + 1 br Qdqdk (8) 
dw .. q = e~-v-o-S", T ... ,(q, w) (2n)•m•k' 

where the electromagnetic form factor Tp. 11 (q, w) is the 
same as in the case of scattering, and is determined by 
the same formula (7), but the spin sum is different: 

s~! =[2(1- 6- av)xbe.•]-1{- 8vo ... vov[('Xt +'X2) 2 + 'X!'X2TJ2] 

- 4"X,(2"X, + "•TJ2H ... sv + 4x,[2('X! + "•) +TJ"-x.] (vo ... sv + v-.6") 
+ 2a[2('X! + 'X2) 2 + "X,x.('X2- x, + TJ2)] (vo11TJv + VovTJ 11) 

- 2a"X, ('Xi+ x.) (2 + 1e2) (s ... TJ• + S•TJ") 
- 4a"'Xtxf'll"Tlv + a2[ -'X!'X2('Xt2 + 'Xz") (9) 

+ 21J2(x1 + x2) ('Xt'X2- Xt- 'X2) - 2x,"X2TJ4].S .... }, 

where 

a = m I Eo, 1J = q I m, v = w I m, 6 = k I Eo, 
vo =Pol Eo, vo" = (vo, i), vo"2 = -a•, 6" = (s, is), 

'Ill'= (1J, iv), E = Eo(1- s- av), 
x, = m-•[ (Po" - q") 2 + m2], 

"• = m-•r (pol'- k ... )• + m•], 

(10) 

The tensor S~1, is symmetrical in p. and v, just like 
Sse 

p.v· 
Formulas (8) and (9) contain both the ordinary 

Bethe-Heitler bremsstrahlung and the already noted 
processes with multiparticle transfer. These formulas 
can be generalized also to include the case when the 
bremsstrahlung quantum is modified by polarization, so 
that Et(k, Wk) = 1- wplwi (the results are not presented 
here, in view of their complexity). They include in the 
classical limit k « E0 also those results of Ter
Mikaelyan[151 which do not pertain to multiple scatter
ing during-the radiation process. 

The expression for the production probability of a 
pair e+e- with momenta P+, p_ and with energies E+, 
E _ by a hfl.rd quantum with momentum k and energy k, 
summed and averaged as above, is obtained by replac
ing in the expression for the bremsstrahlung matrix 
element Pop. by -p+IJ. and kp. by -kp., and by appro
priately modifying the statistical factor 

• pair Qdp+dq (11) 
dwp +q = e (N., + 1)S11, T ... ,(q, w) (2n)•m•k, 

where Tp.v(q, w) is again given by formula (7), and 

S~:'(PwoP-"' k ... ,q, ro) = S!~ (- Po",p"', -k", q, ro}. (12) 

The medium receives here an energy w = k - E+ - E _ 
and a momentum q = k - P+ - p _. The contribution 
w < 0 in (5), (8), and (11) corresponds to the probability 
of scattering, bremsstrahlung, and pair production, 
which result from the absorption by the particle of an 
excitation I w I with momentum -q taken from the me
dium. The coefficient Nw + 1 then goes over into the 
coefficient N 1 w 1 • 

3. PROPERTIES OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
FORM FACTOR 

From (7) we get the symmetry properties of the ten
sor Tp. 11 : 

r ... ;(q, w) = g ... gs, ... (q, w), 

T 11v(-q, -ro) = -T,11 (q, ro). 
(13) 

In the 4 -tensor T p.v we can separate components 
T~11 (q, w) and T~11 (q, w) which are symmetrical and 

antisymmetrical respectively in the indices p. and v. 
The formulas (5), (8), and (11) for the probabilities con
tain only the symmetrical part T~ 11 (q, w), since the 
spin sums (6), (9), and (12) are symmetrical in p. and v. 
This guarantees that the probabilities are real. 

The electromagnetic form factor Tp. 11 (q, w) is con-

nected with the retarded Green's function Dn11 of the 

electromagnetic field that interacts with the substance; 
the Fourier component of this function with respect to 
the two spatial coordinates and the time are 

D"J"R(I(, q', ro) =- ilim ~ ~ ~ dxod:' dt9(t)e-iqx-iq'x'+i(.,+i6)t 
6->+) . 

X Sp{eW-H,pJIT(A 11m (x, t)A,m(x', 0)- A,m(x', O)AI'm(x, t)]} 

= g"' ~ (A ... m(-q))t/(AvM(q'))ti(P;- Pt) (E;-Et+w + i0)-1. 
if 

(14) 

We are interested only in the symmetrical part of the 
function (14 for q' = -q. 

JJ::~' (q, w) = 112[D11;,mR(q, -q, w) +Dv:'R(q, -q,w)]. (15) 

A direct comparison of (14), (15), and (7) yields 

T;J'(q,w)= ImD~R'(q,w), 

TM(q,ro) = ImD:.'Rs (q, w), T1,(q, w) = ReD~Rs (q, w), (16) 

where i, j = 1, 2, 3. In the homogeneous case the 
Green's function in the coordinate representation de
pends only on the difference x - x'. With this 

D11~mR(q, q', w) = 6q,-q,D11,mR(q, w), {17) 

and the Green's function n:~(q, w) of the electromag

netic field in the homogeneous medium can be ex
pressed in terms of the dielectric constant of the me
dium. 

If the medium is not only homogeneous but also iso
tropic, the expression for D~(q, w) in terms of the 
longitudinal and transverse dielectric constants Ez(q, w) 
and Et(q, w), which can be found in [ls, 171 , leads, when 
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(16) and (17) are used, to the formula 

T,...(q, oo) = 4nQ-1 Im {ll,..~ll.~/ [q2e1(q, oo)] ) 
-(1-ll,..,) (1-ll.,) (ll,...-q,..qvfq2) [w2e1(q, oo) -q•]-1} (18 

for the electromagnetic form factor. The first and sec
ond terms of (18) describe the transfer of relatively 
small momenta q-1 » 10-8 em to the medium via the 
longitudinal and transverse field, respectively. When 
(18) is substituted in (5) we obtain for the scattering 
probability the well known expressions (12- 143 for the 
long-wave longitudinal and transverse energy and mo
mentum transverse to the medium from a fast charged 
particle (longitudinal polarization losses, Cerenkov ra
diation). On the other hand, when {18) is substituted in 
(8), we obtain the corresponding corrections to the 
bremsstrahlung probability, which were derived in [4' 

10 • 113 • A similar correction to the pair production prob
ability is obtained when (18) is substituted in (11). 

The contribution made to the probabilities {5), {8), 
and (11) by the transverse ( f.L, v = 1, 2, 3) or mixed ( f.L 
or v = 4) parts of T f.LV(q, w) should generally speaking 
be small (in a ratio of the order of Vatic, where Vat is 
the velocity of the electrons of the substance) compared 
with the contribution from the longitudinal part 
Tz(q, oo)""' TM(q, oo)= n(N., + 1)-1 ~ p;(T) f(<p(-q) )td 21l(E;+ oo- Et), 

if (19) 

where 

(tp(-q))t; = ~(·~ eae-iqx• )t;, p(x)= ~eall(x- Xa), 
Qq2 a· 

the sums are taken over all charges of the substance. 
The probabilities of {5), (8), and {11) are proportional 
to Tz(q, w). The scattering probability is 

sc N., + 1 sc Q(dq) (20) 
dwq = e2 --;;;-Sz (Po, q, oo)Tz(q, oo) (Zn) 3 , 

Sz80 (po, q, oo)""' SM = 1 + v0v + m2/E0E. {21) 

The bremsstrahlung probability is 

br N., +1 br Q (dq) (dk) 
dwM = e•----;;;-Sz Tz(q,.oo) (Zn)•m•k , (22) 

S1br = [(1- 6- av)x~~·]-1 {-8[xi(1- s)+xzJ2+8(xt+'Xz) 2av 

+ 4xlxz('Xz- 'Xt)av- 8'X!(Xt + 'Xz)avs- 4xtxz(x, + xz)av6 
+ x1x2 ('Xt2 + x.2)a2 - 4xlxz2a2v2 + (1)2 - v2) [ -4(1 + (1- 6)2)x,xz 

+ 8x,xzav + 2('Xt.+'Xz) 2a2 - 2xt'Xz('X! +xz)a2] + (TJ2 - \.2)"xtxza2}. 

{23) 
The pair production probability is obtained from (22) 
and (23) by making the ordinary substitutions, just as 
in the derivation of {11) and (12). 

The probability ratio of any two of the three proc
esses under consideration does not depend, in the Cou
lomb approximation, on the properties of the medium, 
since the form factor Tz cancels out, for example, 

e2 (dk) 

(2n) 2m2k 
F(p0, p, k, q, oo). (24) 

Here F is a function which is determined only by the 
properties of the hard system, and also by the energy 
and momentum transferred to the medium. However, 
it does not depend at all on either the concrete proper
ties of the medium or on the type of the transfer proc-

ess. An explicit expression for this function is obtained 
with the aid of {21) and (23) without any additional ap
proximations -unlike the expression for the form fac
tor Tz{q, w). 

In a medium consisting of N independent atoms we 
have 

Tzindep = Tzel + T1inel • 

16n3e•za 
(N., + 1)Q2q'[1-F(q)]2C(q)ll(oo), 

(25) 

(26) 

tznel 16n3e2Z2N "'\' 1 

= (N.,+ f)Q"q'"'; IFt(q) i"ll(Mt- oo), (27) 

where F(q) and Ff(q) are the elastic and inelastic 
atomic form factors, ~Ef is the excitation energy of 
the f -th atomic level, and the structure factor 

C (q) =ILl'= I a~/iqRal' {28) 

takes into account the correlation of the spatial ar
rangement of the atoms of the medium (averaging over 
the positions Ra of the nuclei). In a crystal, C(q) is 
the Laue factor, and in an amorphous medium 

C(q)=N[1+(4nn/q) S fg(r)-1]rsinqrdr]. {29) 
0 

where g{r) is the binary correlation function charac
terizing the probability of finding the nuclei at a dis
tance r from one another, n = N ;n is the con centra
tion of the atoms. In a gas C(q) = N. 

Substitution of (25)-{27) in (5) leads to the main ex
pressions for the probabilities of the elastic and inelas
tic scattering by the atoms; the structure diffraction 
pattern is superimposed on these probabilities. On the 
other hand, substitution in {8) and (11) leads to the for
mulas for the Bethe-Heitler and the Wheeler-Lambl5, 63 

bremsstrahlung and pair production in the case of a 
gas, and to the formulas of [?, 83 in the case of a crystal. 
The case of amorphous condensed media has so far not 
yet been considered (see Sec. 5). 

4. PARALLELISM OF THE PROCESSES OF SCAT
TERING, BREMSSTRAHLUNG, AND PAffi 
PRODUCTION 

The function T f..LV(q, w) differs from zero for (q, w) 
pairs that correspond to the possible excitations of the 
medium. If we ignore the dependence of T f.LV (q, w) on 
the direction of q, then we obtain two -dimensional or 
one-dimensional excitation regions on the (iql, w) plane. 
A system of fast charged particles and hard photons can 
transfer to the medium only (q, w) pairs that are al
lowed by the kinematics of the medium. The kinematics 
of the scattering, bremsstrahlung, and pair production 
is very similar -the allowed (q, w) pairs lie in the 
(q, w) plane on the lower branches of hyperbolas whose 
symmetry axes are parallel to the w axis, and the de
tails of the arrangement depend on the energies and di
rections of the fast particles and the hard photons. 
Transfers to the medium, of (q, w) values correspond
ing to the intersection of these hyperbolas with the re
gions of excitation of the medium on the (q, w) plane 
are also possible. A measure of the transfer intensity 
is the function Sf.LVTf.Lv(q, w), which is specified at all 
points of the (q, w) plane. 
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In the case of bremsstrahlung, the equation of the 
kinematic hyperbolas is 

where 

(w-E1)•- (q-p1 cosat) 2 =m2 +p,2 sina,, (30) 

Pt = Po- k, E, = Eo - k, a, = <): (p~, q), 
t'7 = <): (po, k), Pt = Eovl = [Pu2 + k2- 2pck cos t'7] '/,, 

0 <a,< arc cos [l'26(1- Vo cos-&) I vt]. 

When k = 0 Eq. (30) describes the kinematics of the 
scattering. All the bremsstrahlung hyperbolas are in
side and below the hyperbolas corresponding to scatter
ing with the same E0 and e 1 = e, e = 1 (p0 , q) (the larger 
k, the lower they lie); the hyperbola corresponding to 
the maximum k = E0 - m is only tangent to the q axis. 

It is obvous that the kinematics of the bremsstrah
lung is close to the kinematics of the scattering: (i) at 
small k « p0 and arbitrary p0 , or (ii) in the ultrarela
tivistic case E0 » m (a« 1), when the bremsstrahlung 
hyperbola differs from the scattering hyperbola only in 
a downward shift by a small amount liE ~ m2 k/E~ 
= ka 2 everywhere except ~ "'=' 1. 

In both indicated cases, the same excitations of the 
medium will take part, and all the scattering mecha
nisms (in the broad sense which was explained earlier 
following formula (7)) appear also in the bremsstrah
lung. The hyperbola for pair production is obtained 
from the bremsstrahlung hyperbola (28) by replacing 
pl/l = PoJl - k!l by k1Jl = k!l - p+ Jl• The kinematics of 
pair production will be close to the scattering kine
matics only in the ultrarelativistic limit, when k, E+, E _ 
» m. 

It follows from the foregoing that a clear cut paral
lelism exists between the three processes, and is man-· 
ifest in the energy and momentum transfer by the same 
excitation of the medium. It is of interest to trace ex
perimentally this parallelism in those of its links where 
it has hitherto not been observed, for example, to con
firm the existence of hard Cerenkov radiation, brems
strahlung with transfer to plasmons, l 4 ' s-nJ excitons, 
magnons, etc., to observe the structure effect in brems
strahlung in an amorphous body, etc. Hard Cerenkov 
radiation has low intensity, but is of interest in princi
ple as an example of hard-photon emission stimulated 
by a flux of soft quanta (as a result of the factor N w in 
(8) and (11)). The latter has apparently not been ob
tained so far by any method. 

5. MULTIATOMIC TRANSFERS IN BREMSSTRAH
LUNG AND PAIR PRODUCTION 

In the case of large momentum transfers TJ » TJat 
= ~tim ~ e2 Z 113 , any substance behaves like an aggre
gate of independent nuclei and electrons. At momentum 
transfers TJ :s TJat. all possible multiatomic effects are 
significant in the transfer (the structure of the arrange
ment of the atoms of the medium, the change in the 
screening of the nuclear charge by the electrons com
pared with the case of independent atoms, the appreci
able change in the excitation spectrum of the medium), 
as a result of which the electromagnetic form factor 
differs in condensed media from the gas expressions 
(25)-(27) with C(q) = N. These effects are well known 
for the case of scattering and, in part/7 ' 8 l for brems
strahlung and pair production. Actually, all should be-

come manifest in bremsstrahlung and pair production, 
as noted above. 

Observation of these effects is hindered by the fact 
that in the study of the spectrum one usually fixes with 
low accuracy only one of the angles, and this causes a 
large interval TJmin < TJ .$ 1 to come into play (the min
imum momentum transfer is 

6 a2 +-&2 
l')mtn= 2(1-6) 1 a 

in the ultrarelativistic limit) and to a strong smearing 
of the multiatomic effects. Exceptions are the well 
known cases of bremsstrahlung in pair production in 
crystals, l7 ' 8 l in which the presence of long-range order 
leads to participation of not too small transfers (multi
ples of the reciprocal momentum of the lattice), and as 
a result, to a very appreciable change in the spectra. 

A certain role can be played at small values of Z 
also by changes in the screening as a result of a gen
eralization of the valence electrons and a change in the 
spectrum of the inelastic transfers. Let us consider, 
for example, bremsstrahlung in the ultrarelativistic 
limit a « 1, J :S a, taking into account only longitudinal 
transfers and calling attention to the fact that the multi
atomic effects are significant at small momentum trans
fers TJ < TJ 0 , where TJ 0 is somewhat larger than TJat 
~ e 2 Z 1 / 3 • It is clear that we should have T/min :s T/0 , 

and consequently ~ .$ TJol a. All these small quantities 
lead to an appreciable simplification of the spin sum 
(23), and we obtain for the correction to the bremsstrah
lung spectrum as a result of the multiatomic effect 

where the integration is carried out over all the kine
matically admissible v. The form factor T}ndepis rep-

resented by formulas (2 5)- (27, and Tfult is represen
ted by the general formula (19). The corresponding ex
pressions for the case of pair production differs from 
(31) and (3 2) by the usual replacements. 

The lack, in the general case, of sufficient informa
tion concerning Tfmlt makes it possible to present at 
the present only rough estimates. Let us estimate first 
the role of the multiparticle effects in inelastic trans
fers. We approximate the dielectric constant by the 
function used by Fermi in his theory of polarization 
losses: l 12J 

e1(q, w) = 1 + vv2 (vi'- v2)-1 + i6, (33) 

where 1i- +0, vp = (41TnZe 2 /m3 ) 1 12 is the plasma fre
quency, n is the number of nuclei per unit volume, v0 

= Eatlm = aZ 413 e 4 the average excitation energy of the 
atom (a ~ 1). The quantities v0 and vp have in con
densed media the same order of magnitude. According 
to (18) 

T mult. inel 2n2vv2 {j ( ) 
' = Qm"'rj2v, v-v,' (34) 

where V 1 = vv~ + vp. Formulas (33) and (34) do not take 
into account the spatial dispersion and are applicable, 
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strictly speaking, only when TJ « TJat but we shall extend 
them as far as TJ ~ TJat· We proceed in similar fashion 
with the single-atom expression {27) for Ff, consider
ing it in the dipole approximation: 

:S/IZFt(q) 12 = sq2aat~Z = S'1]2Z'/, / e', 

where 

Substituting this approximate single-atom expression 
and (34) in {27) and (31), and integr?-ting with respect to 
1], we obtain the correction Adw~r.mel to the brems-

strahlung probability, which we shall compare with the 
Bethe-Heitler probability dwf,;H. The ratio 

!J.dw,t;· inel 

dwB-H 
;t> 

( vo/2vi)- sa 
aZ'Io In ( 18.3z-'h) 

is of the order of 10-2 -10-1 when Z is small and 

(3 5) 

~ < TJat/0'. The sign of the correction is not certain, and 
its magnitude is of the same order as the Wheeler
Lamb inelastic single-atom correction. 

Statistical screening in a crystalline body is changed 
as a result of the sharing of the valence electrons; the 
change is the larger, the larger the fraction of the va
lence electrons, that is, the smaller Z. We can take 
this change into account by replacing in formula (25) 
the atomic elastic form factors (26) by the Bloch form 
factors 

where 

FBI= (1/QZ) ~ Fvp(q), 
vp 

Fvp(q)= ~ u,p' e;qxuvp(dx), 

" 

(36) 

A= (47T/3)R3 is the volume of the crystal cell, uvp(x) is 
the Bloch factor in the Bloch function n -1 ; 2 uvp(XJ 
x exp {ip · x), and v is the number of the band. 

Considering elements with 3 :5 Z :56 we assume that 
the states of the internal electrons do not change when 
the crystal is formed, and the states of the external 
Z - 2 electrons is approximated by plane waves, taking 
uvp = 1-the weak-coupling approximation, which should 
give too high a value for the correction. Using further 
simple Slater wave functions for [18 J for the description 
of the atomic states, we obtain the elastic multiparticle 
correction to the bremsstrahlung probability when 
~ < TJatl a (for simplicity we disregard the structure 
factor C (q): 

br. inel 4e6n (Z- 2) 2 d£ dtl2 [ AzR 0, 167Az2 J 
!1dw0tt = m' G((;,tl)--~ ln--z;;,-2.24+ (Z- 2)1.12 , 

where a 0 = 1/me 2 is the Bohr radius and .\.1 and .\.2 are 
the Slater parameters. The correction (37) amounts to 
-4.2% (Li), -9.5% (Be), -11.6% (B), -12% (graphite), 
and -13.5% (diamond) of the Be the -Heitler probability, 
calculated with the Slater functions in the elastic form 
factor (26). The estimates (35) and (37) pertain also to 
multiparticle corrections to the pair production prob
ability. There are apparently not enough exact experi
mental data pertaining to the soft part of the spectrum, 
making it desirable to further work aimed at comparing 
theory with experiment. 

Multiatomic effects in bremsstrahlung and pair pro
duction become much more noticeable if transfers with 
small 1J are separated. This can be done in two ways. 
The first method is obvious and consists in using a co
incidence scheme with simultaneous registration of 
both produced particles. Let us consider again the 
case of bremsstrahlung from an ultrarelativistic elec
tron in an amorphous medium, and let us consider for 
concreteness only the influence of the structure factor 
C(1)) in (25). Recognizing that k and p lie in one plane 
with p0 , but on opposite sides of p0 , denoting by x the 
angle between p and p0 , and assuming .J, x ~a« 1, we 
obtain from the kinematics the following values for the 
longitudinal and transverse components of TJ with re
spect to p0 : 

a£ a2 + tl2 (;tl2 + (1- sh2 stl- (1- sh 
'1111=-1~,--~,~+ 2 ', 'I].L= . {38) 

-, a a a 

The order of magnitude 1Jl is in general larger than 
TJII by a factor 1/a, but TJl can be made to vanish at any 
arbitrary point ~ = ~0 of the spectrum, by taking x 
= ~ 0 (1 - ~0) - 1 • Then it turns out that 1Jl ;:S, 1] 11 in some 
interval A~ near ~0 , and 

tJ =l''1J112 +1'J~ 2 = (6-so)'+-so',--- . 39 --- tl [ 1 ( a2 + tJ2 )'l'h ( ) 
a(1-(;o) 4 \ tl _ 

From (39) we see that A~~ ~0 (a 2 + .J 2)/.J. 
The structure factor C(T]) has a number of pro

nounced maxima and minima. [!9, 20J The position of the 
principal maximum is connected with the interatomic 
distance R and amounts to TJstr ::::~ 21T /mR ~ 10-2• Since 
the bremsstrahlung probability dw ~.J X= C (T]) = C[ TJW ], 

and also, according to (24), it is proportional to the 
scattering probability dwTJ, a structure picture which 
duplicates the analogous picture {see, for example, [20J) 

of the angular distribution in electron diffraction (but 
in the scale of ~), should be seen against the background 
of the Bethe-Heitler spectrum, in the interval A~ near 
~0 • The relative height of the maxima and minima will 
be the same (for example, fivefold), as in electron dif
fraction. However, unlike in electron diffraction, the 
structure picture in the bremsstrahlung spectrum will 
be repeated twice, symmetrically with respect to ~0 
(see (39 )). 

In order for the structure picture to appear on the 
bremsstrahlung spectrum it is necessary to have T] min 
< TJstr· When E0 = 5.1 MeV (a = .J = 0.1) this condition 
corresponds to ~ 0 < 0.1 (k0 = E0 ~ < 500 keV), A~~ 2a~0 
~ 100 keV, and x ~ 10-2• To reveal the structure pic
ture clearly it is necessary to have sufficiently good 
resolution. For example, with TJ fixed at an absolute 
accuracy 01) ~ 0.1, 1Jstr ~ 10-3 , the scatter in the an
gles should be 6.J ~ (a I ~)61] ~ 10-3 and ox ~ 0'01] ~ 10-4 , 

the scatter in 6~ ~ ( A~)- 1 1Jstr OTJ ~ 10-3 , and 6k = 6E 
~ 5 keV. 

Attention must be called to the fact that in the pres
ent case, just as in [8 J, and unlike in [7J, there is no 
need at all for an energy of hundreds of MeV to reveal 
the structure singularities in the bremsstrahlung spec
trum. Unlike both [7 J and [8 J, the coincidence method 
makes it possible to observe a strong structure effect 
not only in the case of a crystalline body, but even in 
the case of an amorphous one. 
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Another possible method of eliminating large mo
mentum transfers is to study the bremsstrahlung spec
trum due to an electron moving in a substance through 
a channel of sufficiently small diameter D. The only 
transfers that will arise here are 71 :5. 27T /mD, for ex
ample transfers to long-wave plasmons or to soft 
transverse quanta (hard Cerenkov radiation), to long
wave phonons, etc. Let us estimate, for example, the 
probability of transfer in a channel to plasmons, using 
expression (18), which pertains in fact to a homogene
ous medium. Using again formula (33) for e:(q, w), 
substituting (34) in (31) and putting '17o = 27T /mD, we get 

me'd6dit2 ( 4:rt2 2 ) (40) 
dw;i)=~(N .. P+1)G(s,'6) m•D2 -TJmm . 

When D ~ 10-6 and 271'/mD ~ 3 x 10-4 the probability 
(40) of bremsstrahlung in a channel, with transfer to a 
longitudinal field, is~ 10-4 (NWp + 1)/Z2 of the Bethe-

Heitler probability, so that this effect can be regarded 
as observable. 
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